Survey Report
We surveyed a group of 800 full-time employees across different
organisations. At the time of the survey, respondents were either working
remotely, or had recently returned to their workplaces after a period of
remote work.
Some key highlights from the findings are below:
1. 67% participants wants flexibility to choose between remote work and work
from office as per need
2. 77% of the respondents think office is necessary for work to happen
3. 83% of the participants believe that working from office enhances the
productivity and leads to their professional and personal growth
4. 24% audience prefers to work from home 1-2 days/week
5. 70% of workers feel that they should spend less than an hour in their
commute (to and from work)
6. 44% of employees would be happy to have offices near their hometown
Commute time is one of the biggest drawbacks the world is realising after the
post-pandemic enforcement of work from home. Over 32% of the employees
spend more than 2 hrs on daily commute.
A whooping 77% of the employees feel they need an office and the most
popular reason for their likeness towards office is "Networking with
colleagues"

The rest 23% prefer working from home because they want to avoid long
commutes.

An organisation's welcome-back programs are specially directed towards the
good 55% of the sample that feels more relaxed and financially stronger
while working from home.
55% of the employees feel coming to office increases their manager’s trust in
their work while 66% of them still bring their A game to the table.
One predictable finding is that over 75% of the employees (managerial as well
as non-managerial)- wants to come to office but with a choice of opting for
remote work when need be. In other words, they want the best of both
worlds. Qdesq can help you achieve the same along with a cost saving model.
Connect with the team today!
Above everything, “64%” of the employees consider the office a place to
grow. No surprise in that as 83% work in teams
And 83% of the employees would like to come to the office .
Qdesq Brings on table, not only years of experience but market insight,
unmatchable scale, price points and a dedicated and agile team to help
you.
Call 8800255593 or visit https://www.qdesq.com/

